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Read through the techniques below and 
include or remove as you see fit. I adopt all four 
elements as part of my regular “Vlog” in order 
to get the best possible output I can which is 
essentially new powerful intentions to live by. 

AAfter you’ve read through the remainder of the 
exercise, it’s a simple case of going about your 
life and seeing what shows up that you want to 
Vlog. It’s important to note the Vlog is a 
consistent practicconsistent practice, not a one hit wonder but in 
turn, it’s not something you necessarily need to 
do forever. Remember it’s simply a structure 
that helps us to initiate the raising of our
awareness to new levels. It is also fair to say awareness to new levels. It is also fair to say 
there will be times when it gets frustrating, too 
routine and unproductive, so if you need to 
take a break do so and then come back to it to 
see what has shifted.

STEP01STEP



This element for me is all about downloading the 
story, working from your current state of being to 
get everything out on camera that you want to say. 
The intention here is to start the process of initiating 
ac-tion. Here you get to be you, your voice without 
any interruptions or advice. Let the fire burn and the 
natural intensity of any and all emotions/thoughts 
floflow. Don’t stop the video if you get flustered, trip 
on your words, burst into a bout of laughter or 
tears, just keep going!

FIRE



Many of us tend to think of negative emotions such as anger or sadness as something to bypass with logic and reason, a 
torrent of water that will drowns us and from which we may never return. Therefore it symbolises something that needs 
controlling. 
  
In our attempts to control, our body goes into overdrive. Accessing our body’s consciousness is all about dropping the story 
line and tapping into our intuitive self. So how do we explore the waters of our emotions when at first they may seem
somewhat alien to us and how do we recognise that there is a difference between an emotion, physical sensations and felt somewhat alien to us and how do we recognise that there is a difference between an emotion, physical sensations and felt 
senses. 
 
Your body is like a filing cabinet, each emotion or feeling has a home in you. When you become aware during the Vlog that you 
are coming to the end of downloading your story, you will want to start opening the door to your body’s natural wisdom. You 
will know when the time is right by looking out for a change to the intensity of what you are saying or an increased number of 
pauses to think about what to say next. At this point, move all your awareness to your body and follow the techniques below:
  
• Close your eyes and without speaking out loud, ask yourself - How is what I am are talking make me feel in my body? 
What physical sensations do I notice? 
 
• Going deeper, ask yourself - Where does this feeling I am experiencing right now live in my body?  Does it have a size,         
      weight, colour, movement, texture or temperature. Does it remind you of a place, person or smell. Once you have some          
      visual imagery, again speak about it to the camera. 
  
Don’t judge, edit yourself or rush this part of the process, just get as descriptive as you possibly and verbalise this for the 
camera. This part of the exercise is all about getting closer to the felt sense, the feeling beneath the emo-tion. The science part 
behind this is all in one respect about developing self empathy and silencing the inner critic.  Your ability to do this with ease 
and grace will improve over time.
 
• Examine your breath, is it fast, slow, deep, shallow. Notice it, examine it, then speak it for the camera.
  
• Slow right down. Yes, as crazy as it sounds, alternate the speed of what you are saying as you are in this part of the Vlog,           
      let the silences that appear linger more than you would normally allow and see what shows up then speak it for the camera.

WATER



The earth element is all about retreating to a place which grounds us, where we connect with the 
essential matter of our values once again. It’s about working to formulate a new set of foundations/
intentions. This is where we get to replay our Vlog from the standpoint of “the observer”. 

Replaying our story and feeling into old emotions is one way of attempting to form new relationships with 
them. By allowing ourselves the opportunity to open up more frequently and with different types of 
dialogue we are able to access fresh perspectives and design new intentions.

In this replay the objective is to get curious about as much as possible — our tears, eIn this replay the objective is to get curious about as much as possible — our tears, excitement, body lan-
guage as well as our intuitive self that showed up in Water. Are there age old patterns to be spotted here, 
are we playing small, what current ways of being do we want to turn the volume up/down.

During this part of the process, I make notes as I am watching it or simply pause to ponder and feel into 
the questions below.

• What is my pain and joy trying to teach me in this moment? 
• Where have I become blind sighted to my own merry-go-round way of being/behaving?
• What is the inner place from which I am operating (my true intention, not the story I like to                
      tell others)?
• What long-term risk do I run from not exploring more here as opposed to just relishing in this
      temporary state of emotion.
• What is new here that is ready to be born?

EARTH



Air is my current favourite but by no means the easiest. The Sacred Vlog is not looking for a number of 
likes or shares, it is never destined to go viral, it is however all about moving toward an output which is 
aligned to our values and future vision.

This is where we take what learnings we have gathered from the Vlog and prototype a new way of being 
which we want to take into the world.

My prototype most often starts with a hypothesis or question, nothing overly complicated. Then with that My prototype most often starts with a hypothesis or question, nothing overly complicated. Then with that 
hypothesis or question I experiment and adjust out in the world for the next week, month or however long 
until I feel a shift, gain new insight or just get bored. It’s all learning, it’s all information.

To help me devise my intentions, I start with some fairly high level questions such as:

1. What learning/information is here in my Vlog which is hindering my progression?
2. What do I want to say yes/no to in terms of moving forward?

From here I am able to start visualising my next steFrom here I am able to start visualising my next step. I intentionally keep next steps small so that it is 
doable and I am not overcommitting myself so much that I fail before I’ve even started. As you play with 
this part of the exercise more and more your next steps can become bigger and more transformative. 
Once you have your next steps, go back to Water and examine how they sit within your body, if the 
feel-ing is right then you know you have a step that is truly in line with you and your values.

* Note - the ideal here is not to be attached to any one outcome but to enjoy the new dance as it starts, 
morphs and gives us new learnings. 
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